
HYDRAMIX® FOR ALL POOL FINISHES 

THE HIGHEST QUALITY HYDRATION AVAILABLE 
Eliminating Hydration Issues, One Pool Finish at a Time 
 

Contact: Midcal International 

Lise Treese, southwest sales mgr 480-479-6609   

Jay Gregg, southeast sales mgr 727-439-6887 

 HYDRAMIX FOR POOL FINISHES 
 

Virtually eliminate scaling issues 

By hydrating virtually all of the included cement in the mix, and as the finish hardens and the 

pool is filled with water, calcium bleed out and scaling are nearly eliminated. No more need to 

fill the pool for 30 days, empty, polish and refill the pool. 

 

Less calcium bleed out, silting and alkali spiking 

HYDRAMIX saturates and hydrates more of the already included cement at an earlier stage of 

the hydration process. This process dramatically reduces the amount of calcium hydrate left over 

to vacate the finish after the pool is filled. 

 

Less shrinkage, crazing, and mottling 

Because of HYDRAMIX’s unique ability to utilize all of the mix water for the initial hydration, 

the water vacates from the finish in a vapor form rather than a liquid state, dramatically reducing 

the typical shrinkage rate. This process also controls and aids in the virtual elimination of 

mottling. 

 

More acid and chemical resistant 

HYDRAMIX utilizes more of the already included cement, which in turn helps to create a much 

more dense, tighter finish. HYDRAMIX reduces the void content in the finish by as much as 

30% to 50%. A denser tighter finish will be stronger and more durable with the natural ability to 

be much more acid and chemical resistant. 

 

Better workability and lubricity for pumping 

Because HYDRAMIX is utilizing and hydrating more of the already included cement, there is 

more paste available for workability and pumping. And the paste is of the highest quality 

available when compared to normal mix water paste. 

 

Less chemical use at pool start-up 

Less calcium bleed out and silting will mean less alkali spiking. Less chemical use at the pool 

start up is normal when HYDRAMIX is used in any concrete pool finish. 

 

Virtually eliminate hydration call back issues 

HYDRAMIX controls the mix water for hydration and creates the highest quality hydration 

possible. HYDRAMIX creates a much stronger; more dense, more durable pool finish that 

typically reduces if not eliminates hydration call back issues. 

 
We have dispensing units available for the proper dispensing of Hydramix into the mix water, or the Hydramix can 

be dispensed by hand. See the tech data sheet for instructions. 

 


